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Get access to online Hyperion and Essbase courses with an annual subscription, which includes more than 500+ videos and
100+ hours of content delivered on Oracle's new platform interface. This subscription lets you consume continuously updated
course content, ensuring your knowledge evolves right alongside the product. This online content solution is ideal for reports
administrators, business analysts, functional implementers, and end-users. Hyperion and Essbase are designed to address the
most complex business requirements. By implementing an integrated suite of applications on a powerful OLAP database,
Hyperion and Essbase provide a comprehensive business and industry solution, enabling organizations to: Increase productivity
Accelerate business performance Provide a lower cost of ownership Taking Hyperion and Essbase training teaches you how to
use different Hyperion applications that offer greater visibility into critical information linking strategic, financial and operational
business plans. With a single, accurate data source analyzed from various points of view regarding various dimensions of your
enterprise, you can present meaningful reports for decision makers. Comprehensive Hyperion and Essbase Training for Reports
Developers, Administrators and End Users You and your team members can benefit from multiple training topic areas within the
comprehensive online Hyperion and Essbase tutorials. Consume course content that deep dives into Hyperion component
implementations; linking strategic, financial and operational business plans; data quality management; data consolidation and
analysis; dimension and member definition; scripting complex business calculations and functions; customizations; financial
reporting; Hyperion architecture and the EPM Workspace. More Financial Management, Essbase and Smart View for Office topics
will be added to the learning subscription.

Skills Gained
Hyperion Financial Reporting 11.1.2 for Essbase and Planning
Hyperion Financial Reporting 11.1.2 for Financial Management
Oracle Essbase 11.1.2 Bootcamp
Oracle Essbase 11.1.2: Deploy Aggregate Storage Databases
Hyperion Planning 11.1.2 for Interactive Users
Hyperion Planning 11.1.2: Create and Manage Applications
Hyperion Smart View 11.1.2 for Planning
Work with Hyperion architecture and the EPM workspace
Create reports and report objects, define dimensions and apply member selections
Create and deploy planning applications to enter, calculate and analyze planning data
Format reports and define basic calculations and functions
Script complex calculations in Calculation Manager
Create and customize forms, menus, and task lists
Design and manage the approval process
Navigate the Smart View interface and connect to data sources
Embed dynamic data points in Microsoft Office documents
Run and view predictions in Predictive Planning

Who Can Benefit
Reports administrators
Analysts
Essbase administrators
System administrators
End Users (EU)
Implementation Team Members (ITM)
Configuration consultants
Implementation consultants
Functional implementers

Course Details
Key Features
This Oracle Learning Subscription includes new features that enhance your training experience:
Easy-to-Follow Learning Structure: arranged by learning paths, courses and modules to meet your needs and help you build
relevant skills
Role-Based Learning: focus on learning how to perform the tasks you need to complete to competently perform your job on a
daily basis
Hands-On Labs: improve your confidence as you practice pre-developed lessons in a safe environment
Updated Content: ensures you’re staying up-to-date on key enhancements in the latest release
Dynamic Filtering: utilize filtering capabilities to quickly find exactly what you’re looking to learn
Digital Learning: affords you with 24/7/365 access so you can learn when and where you want
Access to Instructors: full access to top Oracle instructors who can answer your questions as they pertain to your unique
situation
Reporting: track your learning progress and achievements through your personalized dashboard
Favorites: add select topics to your favorites so you can easily reference training material
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